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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The United States welcomes the opportunity to provide its views on certain issues raised in this dispute. The United States has a strong interest in the proper interpretation of the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (“TBT Agreement”) and the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (“GATT”). In this third-party submission, the United States provides its view of the proper legal interpretation of Articles 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 5.1 of the TBT Agreement and Article XX of the GATT.

2. In this dispute, Malaysia is challenging a series of EU measures that caps, and ultimately will phase out, the use of palm oil-based biofuel for the purposes of meeting renewable energy targets. This, according to Malaysia, will effectively eliminate the European Union as a market for palm oil-based biofuels. The European Union purportedly passed these measures to decrease its consumption of biofuels with a propensity to create environmentally harmful indirect land use change (ILUC). We refer to these measures as the “the High ILUC Risk Cap.” Malaysia also is challenging a French biofuel tax discount, which does not apply to palm oil-based biofuels, but does apply to other crop-based biofuels, as well as certain Lithuanian measures.

II. INTERPRETATION OF THE TBT AGREEMENT

A. Article 2.1 of the TBT Agreement

3. Malaysia claims that the High ILUC Risk Cap breaches Article 2.1 of the TBT Agreement because it accords “to Malaysia’s oil palm crop-based biofuel imported into the EU treatment less favourable than that accorded to ‘like products’ imported into the EU from other countries and to domestic ‘like products’.”1 Article 2.1 of the TBT Agreement states:

Members shall ensure that in respect of technical regulations, products imported from the territory of any Member shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to like products of national origin and to like products originating in any other country.

4. Thus, to establish a breach of Article 2.1, the complainant must prove three elements: (i) that the measure at issue is a technical regulation; (ii) that the imported and domestic products are “like”; and (iii) that the treatment accorded to imported products is less favorable than that accorded to like domestic products or like products from other countries.2 In this way, Article 2.1 mirrors Article III:4 of the GATT 1994.3

---

1 Malaysia’s First Written Submission, para. 488.
2 US – Clove Cigarettes (AB), para. 87; US – Tuna II (Mexico) (AB), para. 202.
3 Article III:4 requires a complainant to demonstrate that (1) the measures at issue is either a law, regulation, or requirement affecting their internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution, or use; (2) the imported and domestic products are “like;” and (3) the law or regulation provides to imported products treatment less favorable than that accorded to like domestic products. See, e.g., Korea – Beef (Panel), para. 617.
5. With regard to the first element, Annex 1, paragraph 1, of the TBT Agreement defines “technical regulation” as a:

Document which lays down product characteristics or their related processes and production methods, including the applicable administrative provisions, with which compliance is mandatory. It may also include or deal exclusively with terminology, symbols, packaging, marking or labelling requirements as they apply to a product, process or production method.4

6. Read together the first and second sentences of the definition make clear that technical regulations are documents with which compliance is mandatory and that “lay down product characteristics or their related processes and production methods” or “deal exclusively with terminology, symbols, packaging, marking or labelling requirements as they apply to a product, process or production method” or both. The phrase “with which compliance is mandatory” applies to the terminology, symbols, packaging, marking or labelling requirements listed in the second sentence because the second sentence specifies alternative aspects with which a document meeting the definition of a technical regulation might deal; compliance with a document dealing with terminology, symbols, packaging, marking or labelling must still be mandatory for it to fall within the definition of a technical regulations. This is confirmed by the explanatory note to the definition of “standard” in Annex 1 of the TBT Agreement which provides that “[f]or purposes of this Agreement standards are defined as voluntary and technical regulations as mandatory documents.”

7. The Appellate Body in EC – Asbestos appears to mistakenly have read the second sentence as providing examples of “product characteristics” covered by the first sentence of the definition.5 The second sentence of the definition of technical regulation, however, does not contain examples of product characteristics; it sets out aspects other than product characteristics that may be the subject of a document with which compliance is mandatory and thus fall within the definition of a technical regulation. This can be discerned from the wording of the second sentence which states that “it may also or exclusively deal with.” The “it” refers back to the word “document” in the first sentence such that the document may in addition or instead deal with aspects that are not considered product characteristics, such as terminology or labeling requirements. The Appellate Body’s interpretation of the second sentence appears to ignore the word “also.” The Appellate Body’s approach thus appears not to give full effect to the terms of the relevant provisions of the TBT Agreement and is therefore not an approach that should be followed. It also overlooks that the word “also” was included in the second sentence of the definition of technical regulation as compared to the parallel provision of the “Tokyo Round

4 TBT Agreement, Annex 1, para. 1 (emphasis added).
5 Appellate Body Report, EC – Asbestos, para. 67. The panel in EC – GIs (Complaint by Australia) repeated this same mistake in concluding that labeling requirements themselves are product characteristics. Panel Report, EC – GIs (Complaint by Australia), para. 7449.
Standards Code” (the predecessor agreement to the TBT Agreement) which does not include the word “also.”

8. In contrast with technical regulations, Annex 1, paragraph 2, of the TBT Agreement defines “standard” as follows:

Document approved by a recognized body, that provides, for common and repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for products or related processes and production methods, with which compliance is not mandatory. It may also include or deal exclusively with terminology, symbols, packaging, marking or labelling requirements as they apply to a product, process or production method.

9. As noted above, under Annex 1, paragraph 1, of the TBT Agreement, a “document” constitutes a “technical regulation” if it “lays down product characteristics or their related processes and production methods” and if compliance with the content of such document is “mandatory.” Under Annex 1, paragraph 2, a “document” is a “standard” if it provides rules, guidelines, or characteristics for products or related processes and production methods, and if “compliance is not mandatory.” The term “document” means “something written, inscribed, etc., which furnishes evidence or information upon any subject.” Because the ordinary meaning of the term could cover a broad range of instruments, in general, a determination of whether a measure is a technical regulation or a standard will involve a fact-specific assessment of the measure at issue.

10. The second element of Article 2.1, whether a product is “like” another, is a fact-specific inquiry that must be decided on a case-by-case basis. Based on paragraph 18 of the Report of the Working Party on Border Tax Adjustments, past panels have often analyzed likeness under Article 2.1 by examining, inter alia, (i) the physical properties of the products; (ii) the products’ end-uses; (iii) consumers' tastes and habits in respect of the products; and, (iv) the international tariff classification of the products. Certain past panels have omitted a detailed analysis and assumed “likeness” in the circumstance when the measure at issue, on its face, discriminates

---

6 GATT, Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (1979), Annex 1. The Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT Committee) discussed this fact in June 1991 TBT Committee meeting. Finland, supported by the United States and the EC, noted that the then draft TBT Agreement included the word “also” at the beginning of the second sentence and this supported the view that the second sentence was additional to the first. See Negotiating History of the Coverage of the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade with Regard to Labeling Requirements, Voluntary Standards, and Processes and Production Methods Unrelated to the Product Characteristics, WT/CTE/W/10, G/TBT/W/11 (Restricted) 29 August 1995, para. 21.

7 TBT Agreement, Annex 1, para. 2 (emphasis added).


9 See US – Tuna II (Mexico) (AB), para. 185.

10 See US – Tuna II (Mexico) (Panel), para. 7.238.

between products solely on the basis of origin. Otherwise, panels have conducted a fact-specific analysis.

11. With respect to the third element, “less favourable treatment,” a measure may, on its face, treat imported products less favorably than like domestic products (or other foreign products). Where the measure does not, a complainant may seek to establish sufficient facts to demonstrate that the measure, de facto, treats imports less favorably than like domestic products (or other foreign products). Like Article III:4 of the GATT 1994, Article 2.1 does not forbid Members from making regulatory distinctions between different products that may fall within a single group of “like products”. Nor does Article 2.1 prohibit measures that may result in some detrimental effect on imported products as compared to some like domestic products. Instead, what Article 2.1 prohibits are measures that accord less favorable treatment to imported products as compared to like domestic products based on origin.

12. The conclusion that Article 2.1 is directed to controlling origin-based discrimination is based on its text, in its context. The provision itself compares the treatment accorded to different products on the basis of origin: “products imported from the territory of any Member”, “products of national origin”, and “products originating in any other Member”. Similarly, the preamble to the Agreement reflects that measures should not be “applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail”. The context provided by Article III of the GATT 1994, on “National Treatment on Internal Taxation and Regulation”, similarly reflects that internal regulations “should not be applied to imported and domestic products so as to afford protection to domestic production.” Because national treatment is directed to preventing discrimination on the basis of national origin, certain past reports have correctly found that a measure does not “modify] the conditions of competition in the relevant market to the detriment of imported products,” if the alleged detriment is explained by factors unrelated to the foreign origin of the product.

---


13 See US – Tuna II (Mexico) (Panel), paras. 7.235, 7.238-247; US – Clove Cigarettes (Panel), paras. 7.122-123, 7.149-248; US – Clove Cigarettes (AB), paras. 156-160; EC – Seal Products (Panel), paras. 7.136-140.

14 See EC – Asbestos (AB), para. 100 (“[A] Member may draw distinctions between products which have been found to be “like” without, for this reason alone, according to the group of “like” imported products “less favorable treatment” than that accorded to the group of “like” domestic products.”).

15 TBT Agreement, preamble, fifth para. See also TBT Agreement, Art. 5.1.1 (“[C]onformity assessment procedures are prepared, adopted and applied so as to grant access for suppliers of like products originating in the territories of other Members under conditions no less favourable than those accorded to suppliers of like products of national origin or originating in any other country, in a comparable situation[,]” (italics added)).


17 See DR – Cigarettes (AB), para. 96 (finding that “the existence of a detrimental effect on a given imported product resulting from a measure does not necessarily imply that this measure accords less favourable treatment to imports if the detrimental effect is explained by factors or circumstances unrelated to the foreign origin of the product, such as the market share of the importer in this case” (italics added); Korea – Beef (AB), para. 144; Mexico – Soft Drinks (Panel), para. 8.118.
13. Examination of the reasons for any distinctions made among a group of like products is particularly important in the context of technical regulations, where measures may necessarily draw distinctions between products based on “product characteristics or their related processes and production methods.” Thus, if a respondent demonstrates that different and detrimental treatment is based on, for example, the environmental or public health aim pursued—and not the foreign origin of a product—then the measure does not amount to less favorable treatment under Article 2.1. In the context of this dispute, the European Union argues that it adopted the High ILUC Risk Cap to further “climate change mitigation, [and] environmental and biodiversity objectives.” If the Panel were to conclude that any different and detrimental treatment is based on those concerns—and not the foreign origin of product—then the Panel should find that an Article 2.1 national treatment claim is not well-founded.

14. In more recent reports, the Appellate Body has found that, in the context of the TBT Agreement, any detrimental impact found to exist with respect to imported products will constitute a breach of Article 2.1 unless the “detrimental impact on imports stems exclusively from legitimate regulatory distinctions.” This requirement—that any detrimental impact “stem exclusively from” a legitimate regulatory distinction—has no basis in the text of the TBT Agreement and significantly narrows the scope of regulatory action permitted under the Agreement. As the United States has explained above, past panel reports have correctly found measures to be consistent with Article III:4 of the GATT 1994 if the detrimental impact experienced by imports was explained by factors unrelated to the foreign origin of the product. The Appellate Body’s more recent interpretations of the analogous Article 2.1 national treatment provision have deformed this evaluation, however. Under the Appellate Body’s erroneous approach, any detrimental impact could constitute a breach—not because the impact is related to the foreign origin of the product, but because the measure was not constructed so as to eliminate any detrimental impact not exclusively related to the regulatory distinction.

15. The Appellate Body’s erroneous approach may also invite panels to attempt to balance the detrimental impact of a measure against its contribution to the objective at issue—an assessment that is more about proportionality (weighing costs and benefits), and less about origin-based discrimination. For example, in US – COOL, the Appellate Body’s findings related

---

18 Annex I.1 of the TBT Agreement.
19 The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 705.
20 US – Clove Cigarettes (AB), para. 174 (emphasis added); US - Tuna II (Mexico) (AB), para. 7.30; US – COOL (AB), para. 268.
not to the detrimental impact on imports, but what the Appellate Body considered to be a disproportionate burden on upstream producers and processors.\(^{22}\) The Appellate Body stated that “this lack of correspondence between the recordkeeping and verification requirements, on the one hand, and the limited consumer information conveyed through the retail labelling requirements and exemptions therefrom, on the other hand, is of central importance to our overall analysis under Article 2.1 of the TBT Agreement.” The Appellate Body’s analysis thus turned the less favorable treatment test on its head, and made it not about discrimination, but about whether the measure was considered to be appropriately tailored to the objective of the measure. The text of Article 2.1 does not create the need or the authority to conduct such an analysis, however, to assess whether there is origin-based discrimination.

16. The Appellate Body’s approach in essence imposes an obligation on the complainant to demonstrate the degree of trade restrictiveness of the measure in question. However, this “further obligation” is not found in Article 2.1 nor necessary to assess origin-based discrimination. The United States agrees that it is important under the TBT Agreement to assess the trade restrictiveness of a measure. However, in a manner unique to the TBT Agreement, trade restrictiveness already comprises an affirmative obligation under Article 2.2. That is, where a technical regulation does not discriminate inconsistently with Article 2.1, for example, that measure may separately breach a Member’s obligations if it is nonetheless more trade restrictive than necessary to fulfil a legitimate objective under Article 2.2 of the TBT Agreement.

17. In eliding these two provisions, the Appellate Body has not only narrowed the scope of actions that would otherwise survive a less favorable treatment examination (under the equivalent of Article III:4), it has narrowed the scope of actions that could survive a trade restrictiveness review (under what should be Article 2.2). For example, under Article 2.2 – as explained below – a respondent’s measure will be found more trade restrictive than necessary if another measure is available to the Member that makes a similar contribution to the Member’s objective but with a less restrictive effect on trade. That is, trade restrictiveness is anticipated and permitted in the pursuit of a legitimate objective, so long as the measure taken is not more trade restrictive than necessary. The Appellate Body’s trade restrictiveness test under Article 2.1, by contrast – lacking the appropriate textual basis that Article 2.2 has – does not consider the availability or appropriateness of alternative measures at all. Instead, it treats trade restrictiveness as if it were discrimination and prohibits it unless, for example, the costs imposed are not disproportionate (or incommensurate) with the benefits achieved.

18. Thus, while the Appellate Body may have intended to permit a broad scope of justified regulatory action in creating its “legitimate regulatory distinction” test,\(^{23}\) by collapsing the

\(^{22}\) *US – COOL (AB)*, para. 347 et seq.

\(^{23}\) In *U.S. – Cloves (AB)*, immediately before introducing the “legitimate regulatory distinction” test, the Appellate Body discussed aspects of the TBT Agreement that suggest that the intended scope of allowable regulatory action under Article 2.1 is broad. For instance, the Appellate Body stated that “the balance that the preamble of the TBT Agreement strikes between, on the one hand, the pursuit of trade liberalization and, on the other hand, Members’ right to regulate, is not, in principle, different from the balance that exists between the national treatment obligation of Article III and the general exceptions provided under Article XX of the GATT 1994” (para. 109); “[w]e consider that the sixth recital of the preamble of the TBT Agreement provides relevant context regarding the ambit of the
obligations in 2.1 and 2.2, the Appellate Body in fact combined more restrictive interpretations of each provision into a single test under Article 2.1. This Panel should not repeat the same error. Instead, the Panel should interpret Article 2.1 based on its text, and as panels and the Appellate Body have interpreted the same obligation under the GATT for decades, assess whether any different and detrimental impact is based on factors unrelated to a product’s foreign origin. In so doing, the Panel would restore the balance in the WTO “between, on the one hand, the pursuit of trade liberalization and, on the other hand, Members’ right to regulate.”

19. The question of whether any detrimental impact is based on factors not relating to the origin of the products in question is one that should be answered taking all relevant facts into account. For example, if the regulatory purpose invoked bears a rational relationship to the measure at issue, this would be indicative of non-discrimination. Similarly, if the measure is apt to advance the regulatory purpose identified by the regulating Member, this too would be indicative of non-discrimination. A panel would evaluate this as part of the overall assessment of whether a measure modified the conditions of competition to the detriment of imported or other foreign products. If an evaluation of the measure did not support the proposition that detrimental impact was non-origin-based, or if an examination of the facts reveals the regulatory distinction to be a proxy for origin, for example, then the measure would breach the national treatment or MFN obligation.

20. For the reasons set out above, the Panel should interpret and apply Article 2.1 of the TBT Agreement according to its text as directed to prohibiting origin-based discrimination. As past reports on Article III:4 concluded, different and detrimental treatment of imports will constitute a breach of the obligation where the alleged detriment is not explained by factors unrelated to the foreign origin of the product, such as where the measure and distinction at issue does not bear a rational relationship to the regulatory purpose invoked. Here, the European Union argues that the regulatory purpose of the High ILUC Risk Cap is to limit climate change, protect biodiversity, and address public morals concerns. If, taking into account all the facts, the Panel finds that the impact on Malaysian imports is not origin-based, then the Panel should conclude that Malaysia has not met its burden to demonstrate “less favourable treatment” under Article 2.1.

**B. Article 2.2 of the TBT Agreement**

‘treatment no less favourable’ requirement in Article 2.1, by making clear that technical regulations may pursue the objectives listed therein, provided that they are not applied in a manner that would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on international trade, and are otherwise in accordance with the provisions of the TBT Agreement” (para. 173); “the object and purpose of the TBT Agreement is to strike a balance between, on the one hand, the objective of trade liberalization and, on the other hand, Members’ right to regulate” (para. 174).


26 See The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 742.
21. Malaysia also argues that the High ILUC Risk Cap breaches Article 2.2 of the TBT Agreement by creating unnecessary obstacles to international trade in palm oil and oil palm crop-based biofuel. The European Union argues that “the measures at issue have neither the purpose nor the effect of creating ‘unnecessary obstacles to trade’, given that: they pursue legitimate objectives; and they are not more trade-restrictive than necessary in order to fulfil those objectives.”

22. Article 2.2 of the TBT Agreement states:

Members shall ensure that technical regulations are not prepared, adopted or applied with a view to or with the effect of creating unnecessary obstacles to international trade. For this purpose, technical regulations shall not be more trade-restrictive than necessary to fulfil a legitimate objective, taking account of the risks non-fulfilment would create. Such legitimate objectives are, inter alia: national security requirements; the prevention of deceptive practices; protection of human health or safety, animal or plant life or health, or the environment. In assessing such risks, relevant elements of consideration are, inter alia: available scientific and technical information, related processing technology or intended end-uses of products.

23. The first sentence of Article 2.2 establishes the general rule that Members shall ensure that technical regulations do not create unnecessary obstacles to international trade, while the second sentence of Article 2.2 makes this general rule operational by explaining that “for this purpose” “technical regulations shall not be more trade-restrictive than necessary to fulfill a legitimate objective.”

24. If the measure contributes to, or is apt to contribute to, a legitimate objective, then a measure is inconsistent with Article 2.2 only if the measure is “more trade-restrictive than necessary to fulfill” that legitimate objective. To establish that this is the case, a complaining Member must prove that: (1) there is a reasonably available alternative measure; (2) that fulfills the Member’s legitimate objective at the level that the Member considers appropriate; and (3) is significantly less trade restrictive. As is the case for the parallel provision in the SPS Agreement, the key legal question for Article 2.2 is whether the importing Member could have adopted a less trade-restrictive measure to achieve its objective at the chosen level.

25. The first step is for the panel to consider the extent to which the challenged measure contributes, or is apt to contribute, to the Member’s “legitimate objective.” In this case, Malaysia and the European Union use different framing to characterize the “legitimate objective” underlying the High ILUC Risk Cap. According to Malaysia, the European Union adopted the measure to address “the expressed primary objective of … the avoidance of additional GHG

---

27 See Malaysia’s First Written Submission, paras. 586 et seq.
28 The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 771.
29 See Australia – Apples (AB), para. 356 (“[T]he legal question [for Article 5.6 of the SPS Agreement] is whether the importing Member could have adopted a less trade-restrictive measure.”).
emissions by limiting direct and indirect land-use change.”

The European Union argues that the measures at issue are meant to address the “composite” objectives of “combating climate change, biodiversity loss and protecting the EU public morals,” claiming that these objectives are “interlinked.” The United States observes that it is for the respondent—not the complainant—to identify the legitimate objectives that motivate a given measure. If a complainant wishes to challenge the genuineness of a respondent’s professed objective, it can do so by demonstrating that the measure makes no (or little) contribution toward the alleged objective, and that thus, less trade restrictive options are available to meet the objective in question.

26. Therefore, the Panel should base its analysis on the extent to which the High ILUC Risk Cap contributes to, or is apt to contribute to, the objectives identified by the European Union; and whether another less trade-restrictive measure identified by Malaysia is available to the European Union that makes, or is apt to make, a similar contribution.

C. Article 2.4 of the TBT Agreement

27. Malaysia argues that the European Union breaches Article 2.4 of the TBT Agreement because the High ILUC Risk Cap is “not based on the relevant international standards.” Malaysia argues that “(i) relevant international standards exist; (ii) the EU has not used these standards as a basis for the technical regulations at issue; and (iii) the relevant international standards are effective and appropriate means for the fulfilment of the legitimate objective(s) pursued by the EU.” The European Union argues that the international standards referred to by Malaysia do not specifically address the issues for which the measures were designed, and that thus, the measures do not “do not ‘contradict’ any international standard … because they address a matter which is outside of the scope of those standards.”

28. Article 2.4 of the TBT Agreement states:

Where technical regulations are required and relevant international standards exist or their completion is imminent, Members shall use them, or the relevant parts of them, as a basis for their technical regulations except when such international standards or relevant parts would be an ineffective or inappropriate means for the fulfilment of the legitimate objectives pursued, for instance because of fundamental climatic or geographical factors or fundamental technological problems.

29. With respect to whether a relevant international standard exists, the TBT Agreement does not define the term “international standard.” This term, however, is defined in ISO/IEC Guide 2 as a “[s]tandard that is adopted by an international standardizing/standards organization and

30 Malaysia’s First Written Submission, para. 602.
31 The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 793.
32 Malaysia’s First Written Submission, paras. 692 et seq.
33 Malaysia’s First Written Submission, para. 695.
34 The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 994.
made available to the public.”

Moreover, the TBT Agreement defines “standard” as “a document approved by a recognized body,” and specifies that an “international body” is a “body ... whose membership is open to the relevant bodies of at least all Members.”

30. Regarding whether a given international standard is “ineffective or inappropriate” to fulfill the legitimate objectives pursued, the term “ineffective” refers to something which not “having the function of accomplishing”, “having a result”, or “brought to bear”, whereas “inappropriate” refers to something which is not “specially suitable”, “proper”, or “fitting.” The panel in EC – Sardines explained further that:

[A]n ineffective means is a means which does not have the function of accomplishing the legitimate objective pursued, whereas an inappropriate means is a means which is not specially suitable for the fulfilment of the legitimate objective pursued. An inappropriate means will not necessarily be an ineffective means and vice versa. That is, whereas it may not be specially suitable for the fulfilment of the legitimate objective, an inappropriate means may nevertheless be effective in fulfilling that objective, despite its ‘unsuitability’. Conversely, when a relevant international standard is found to be an effective means, it does not automatically follow that it is also an appropriate means. The question of effectiveness bears upon the results of the means employed, whereas the question of appropriateness relates more to the nature of the means employed.

31. Malaysia identifies certain ISO standards as the relevant international standards that the European Union should have applied. Malaysia explains that these standards are relevant because they “set out principles, requirements, and guidelines for determining the carbon footprint of products, including biofuel.” The European Union disagrees, arguing that the more specific aim of the measures is limiting ILUC risk, and that “ILUC risks and ILUC emissions are not an integral part of the ISO standards mentioned by Malaysia.” As noted above, it is for the respondent to identify the objectives motivating a challenged measure. If the Panel agrees with the European Union that the ISO standards Malaysia cites are not effective and appropriate to address the specific objectives that the European Union has identified, this would suggest that an element of an Article 2.4 claim has not been made out.

D. Article 5.1 of the TBT Agreement

32. Malaysia claims that the conformity assessment procedure (CAP) for the High ILUC Risk Cap breaches Article 5.1 of the TBT Agreement. Malaysia argues that the CAP does not
conform to Article 5.1.1 of the TBT Agreement because it “discriminates against Malaysian suppliers of oil palm crop-based biofuel as compared to the suppliers of the EU or other foreign origin of oil crop-based biofuel produced from feedstocks other than palm oil.” The European Union argues that the CAP does not violate Article 5.1.1 because, inter alia, the “low ILUC-risk certification scheme does not ‘grant access’ under conditions that are ‘less favourable’ to suppliers of ‘like products’ of national origin or originating in any other country.”

33. TBT Article 5.1.1 provides that, where Article 5.1 applies, Members shall ensure that:

[C]onformity assessment procedures are prepared, adopted and applied so as to grant access for suppliers of like products originating in the territories of other Members under conditions no less favourable than those accorded to suppliers of like products of national origin or originating in any other country, in a comparable situation; access entails suppliers’ right to an assessment of conformity under the rules of the procedure, including, when foreseen by this procedure, the possibility to have conformity assessment activities undertaken at the site of facilities and to receive the mark of the system.

34. Thus, to establish that a measure is inconsistent with Article 5.1.1, a complaining Member must demonstrate three elements: (1) the measure concerns a “conformity assessment procedure”; (2) the products at issue are “like products”; and, (3) access to the CAP is granted on a “less favourable” basis to suppliers of products originating in the territory of a Member than to “suppliers of like products of national origin or originating in any other country, in a comparable situation.”

35. As to the first element, Annex 1 of the TBT Agreement defines a “conformity assessment procedure” as “[a]ny procedure used, directly or indirectly, to determine that relevant requirements in technical regulations or standards are fulfilled.” The explanatory note to this definition provides greater clarity, explaining that “[c]onformity assessment procedures include, inter alia, procedures for sampling, testing and inspection; evaluation, verification and assurance of conformity; registration, accreditation and approval as well as their combinations.”

36. The second element, whether the products at issue are “like products,” is analogous to the analysis under Article 2.1 of the TBT Agreement, as well as other provisions of the WTO Agreements, including Article I:1 of the GATT 1994. A panel must examine “likeness” based upon the specific facts at issue. Past reports have generally analyzed likeness on the basis of fact-specific criteria with factors including: (1) the properties, nature and quality of the products; (2) end-uses of the products; (3) consumers’ tastes and habits in respect of the products; and (4) the international classification of the products for tariff purposes. Certain panel reports have assumed “likeness” when the measure at issue, on its face, discriminates between products solely on the basis of origin.

41 Malaysia’s First Written Submission, para. 745.
42 The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 1043.
43 See, e.g., US – Clove Cigarettes (AB), paras. 104-233
37. The third element entails a comparison between the “access” granted to suppliers of products of a complaining Member and to suppliers of like products “originating in” other Members, “in a comparable situation.” “Access” is defined in Article 5.1.1 as entailing the “right to an assessment of conformity under the rules of the procedure.” Thus, the comparison is between the right to an assessment granted to suppliers of products “originating in” the complaining party, on the one hand, and to suppliers of products “originating in” the responding party or other Members, on the other. (It is the origin of the products that is relevant to the comparison.)

38. Further, the comparison is between the access granted to suppliers of like products originating in another country, “in a comparable situation.” The definition of “comparable” is “able to be compared.”44 “Compare,” in turn, is defined as “liken, pronounce similar” and “be compared; bear comparison; be on terms of equality with.”45 The word thus suggests that two situations are of the same type, such that they can be compared, and that they are “similar” or equal. The panel in Russia – Railways considered that “whether a situation is comparable must be assessed on a case-by-case basis and in the light of the relevant rules of the conformity assessment procedure and other evidence on record.”46

39. In response to Malaysia’s claim, the European Union argues that for the purposes of the Article 5.1 analysis, palm oil-based biofuels are not “in a comparable situation” to other crop-based biofuels, because other crop-based biofuels are not subject to the CAP.47 According to the European Union, “when assessing whether suppliers are in a comparable situation, the scope of the assessment is not between producers of all oil crop based biofuels and producers of palm-oil based biofuels. Instead, it is between different suppliers of ‘like’ products which are subject to the ‘conformity assessment’ in the first place.”48 In short, the European Union argues that because only palm oil-based biofuels are subject to the CAP, then the CAP—that is, the process itself—cannot discriminate between palm oil-based biofuels and other biofuels.

40. Therefore, in assessing this claim, the Panel must determine whether the difference in treatment under conformity assessment procedures provides a sufficient basis for finding that like products are nonetheless not “in a comparable situation” or whether the difference in treatment is such that imported products are treated less favorably than like domestic products.

41. Malaysia’s second Article 5.1 claim is that the European Union breaches Article 5.1.2 because “the EU, by applying the conformity assessment procedure at issue, creates unnecessary obstacles to international trade.”49 More specifically, Malaysia argues that the “trade-

46 Russia – Railways (Panel), at para. 7.283.
47 The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 1051.
48 The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 1051.
49 Malaysia’s First Written Submission, para. 745.
restrictiveness of low ILUC-risk certification is more than necessary to fulfil the primary objective pursued by this measure,” which violates Article 5.1.2.50

42. Article 5.1.2 of the TBT Agreement provides that, where Article 5.1 applies, Members shall ensure that:

[C]onformity assessment procedures are not prepared, adopted or applied with a view to or with the effect of creating unnecessary obstacles to international trade. This means, inter alia, that conformity assessment procedures shall not be more strict or be applied more strictly than is necessary to give the importing Member adequate confidence that products conform with the applicable technical regulations or standards, taking account of the risks non-conformity would create.

43. Thus, for a complaining Member to establish that a measure is inconsistent with Article 5.1.2, it must show that the measure involves a CAP and that such CAP is “prepared, adopted or applied with a view to or with the effect of creating unnecessary obstacles to international trade.” The second sentence of the article then describes a way in which a measure could be applied in a manner that would contravene the obligation set out in the first sentence.51

44. The first element of Article 5.1.2, that the measure at issue involves a “conformity assessment procedure,” is the same as the first element of Article 5.1.1 and was discussed above in that context.

45. With respect to the second element, a key inquiry is whether a conformity assessment procedure is with a view to or the effect of creating “unnecessary obstacles to international trade.” The pertinent definition of “obstacle” is “a thing that stands in the way and obstructs progress; a hindrance; an obstruction.”52 “Necessary” refers to something that “cannot be dispensed with or done without; requisite; essential; needful.”53 An “unnecessary obstacle” to international trade therefore suggests something that blocks or hinders trade between Members that is not requisite or essential.

46. The second sentence of Article 5.1.2 states that “[t]his means … that conformity assessment procedures shall not be more strict or more strictly applied than is necessary to give the importing Member adequate confidence that products conform with the applicable technical regulations or standards.” Thus, under Article 5.1.2, an “unnecessary obstacle” is one that is not “necessary to give the importing Member adequate confidence” that products conform to the applicable technical regulation or standard. As to the level of confidence, Article 5.1.2 refers to “adequate confidence . . . taking account of the risks non-conformity would create.” That is, a procedure that is more strict (or more strictly applied) than is necessary to provide to the

50 See Malaysia’s First Written Submission, para. 761.
51 See EC – Seals (Panel), paras. 7.512-513.
importing Member the sufficient confidence that the products do conform – for example, because sufficient confidence can be provided through a less strict conformity assessment procedure – would breach Article 5.1.2.

47. The text of Article 5.1.2 does not require that a complaining party identify a less trade-restrictive alternative measure that provides adequate confidence, nor establish the existence of such an alternative.54 However, as under Article 2.2 of the TBT Agreement, which uses “comparison with proposed alternative measures … as a ‘conceptual tool’ for the purpose of assessing whether a challenged technical regulation is more trade restrictive than necessary,”55 such a comparison also may be used as a tool under Article 5.1.2, despite that it is not a legal element required under this provision.56

48. Malaysia cites several alleged shortcomings in the European Union’s CAP, including that “obtaining low ILUC-risk certification is currently altogether impossible because of the lack of further implementing legislation.”57 The European Union “acknowledges that it has not yet adopted detailed implementing rules on [low ILUC-risk] certification. … However, … the adoption of the implementing act is not indispensable to carry out low-ILUC risk certification, as it is demonstrated by the fact that a voluntary scheme already issues low-ILUC certification.”58 Therefore, the Panel must determine whether the current, ongoing lack of implementing rules is itself an “obstacle to trade” in breach of Article 5.1.2.

III. INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE XX OF THE GATT

49. In this section, the United States will briefly address interpretative issues concerning Article XX of the GATT 1994. First, we will set out the general framework that the Panel should follow when analyzing the EU’s Article XX defenses. Next, we will explain why the EU’s effort to collapse the analyses under Article XX(a), Article XX(b), and Article XX(g) of the GATT into a single analysis because of the cross-cutting nature of the objective of its measure is not supported by the text of these provisions.

50. Article XX of the GATT 1994 provides that:

Subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on international trade, nothing in

54 See US – Tuna II (Mexico) (AB), para. 322.
55 US – COOL (Article 21.5) (AB), para. 5.200; US – Tuna II (Mexico) (AB), para. 322.
56 The United States notes that the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade has outlined a number of approaches to facilitate the acceptance of conformity assessment results. Decisions and Recommendations Adopted by the WTO Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade Since 1 January 1995, Annexes to Part 1, G/TBT/1/Rev.12, 21 January 2015, p. 45. These may be relevant as indicating approaches that other WTO Members have considered not to hinder trade, relatively speaking, and that can provide a high level of confidence that products conform to the requirements of technical regulations and standards.
57 Malaysia’s First Written Submission, para. 771.
58 See the European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 1081.
this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the adoption or enforcement by any contracting party of measures:

(a) necessary to protect public morals;

(b) necessary to protect human, animal, or plant life or health; . . . [or]

(g) relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption.

51. Thus, Article XX sets out the circumstances in which measures that have been found to be inconsistent with another provision of the GATT will nevertheless be justified and therefore not be found inconsistent with a Member’s WTO obligations.

52. To establish that a measure is justified under Article XX, the text and structure of that provision set out two elements that the responding Member asserting the defense would be expected to show, namely, that the measure at issue is: (1) provisionally justified under one of the Article XX subparagraphs and (2) applied consistently with the requirements of the chapeau. While Article XX analyses typically begin with an examination under one or more Article XX subparagraphs and then proceed to an examination of consistency with the chapeau, this order of analysis is not mandatory. Nothing in the text of Article XX suggests that it is not possible to conduct an appropriate legal analysis beginning with the chapeau. The chapeau and the subparagraphs are two independent but related requirements, both of which must be satisfied for a measure to be found justified under Article XX.

53. The EU has asserted defenses of challenged measures under subparagraphs (a), (b), and (g) of Article XX. These subparagraphs each incorporate two elements, namely: (1) the challenged measure must be adopted or enforced to pursue the objective covered by the subparagraph; and (2) the measure must be, in the cases of subparagraphs (a) and (b), “necessary” to the achievement of that objective, or in the case of subparagraph (g) “related to” the covered objective.59

54. The EU argues that the measures at issue are part of a comprehensive set of policies taken to address multiple objectives that are “within the framework of the values recognized as legitimate objectives by Article XX(a), (b) and (g) of the GATT 1994.”60 It also suggests that, because the legal requirements of each of these subparagraphs are “in practice very similar”, the Panel may perform a single analysis whereby it assesses whether “the measures at issue are

59 EC – Seal Products (AB), para. 5.169; Brazil – Retreaded Tyres (AB), paras. 144-145; Korea – Beef (AB), para. 157.

60 The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 1342.
‘rational and reasonable’ in their design.”61 The EU argues that the Panel’s role is to “ascertain whether the measure is apt to, or ‘not incapable’ of contributing to” the stated objective(s).62

55. The United States observes that it is for the responding Member to identify the objective that motivates a given measure. By invoking an Article XX general exception, the responding Member is indicating that, despite the apparent inconsistency of a measure with another WTO commitment, there is a basis in Article XX to justify the measure. If the Member did not identify the general exception at issue, it would simply not have asserted that there is any Article XX basis to justify the inconsistent measure.

56. If a complainant wishes to challenge the genuineness of a respondent’s professed objective, it can do so by demonstrating that the measure fails to contribute toward the alleged objective, and that less trade restrictive options are available to meet the objective in question. In this way, a complainant might show that the measure is not “necessary” or “relating” to the relevant objective of a given subparagraph. It is not for the respondent, or the Panel, to recharacterize or determine for itself the objective of the measure at issue.

57. However, while a respondent might characterize the objective of a measure as being comprehensive and falling under multiple subparagraphs, that does not mean the respondent is relieved of its burden to articulate and substantiate the relationship between the measure and the objective identified in each of the various subparagraphs in the manner required - i.e., to demonstrate that it is “necessary to” or “relating to” the given objective. Many, if not all, domestic measures have multiple objectives. Where that is the case, respondents have - as the EU has here - invoked multiple subparagraphs of Article XX. To prevail on those claims, the respondent must substantiate each defense according to its own requirements.

58. Pursuant to the chapeau of Article XX, the party invoking Article XX has the burden of showing that any measure justified under an Article XX subparagraph does not discriminate “between countries where the same conditions prevail,” that such discrimination is not “arbitrary or unjustifiable,” and that the measure is not a “disguised restriction on trade.” Thus, while the subparagraphs of Article XX relate to specific objectives, the chapeau of Article XX may serve “to prevent the abuse or misuse of a Member’s right to invoke the exceptions contained in the [Article XX] subparagraphs.”63

59. It would not make sense to isolate the different aspects of a measure that pursue only some legitimate objectives but not others in assessing a measure’s compliance with the chapeau. If, based on the objective of conservation of natural resources, one aspect of a measure might seem arbitrary when only viewed in relation to this objective, but is nonetheless explained by the additional objective of protecting human health, then the measure could not be found to be arbitrary or unjustifiable, or a disguised restriction on trade, on that basis. Therefore, while it would not be appropriate for the Panel to review the EU’s measure under multiple subparagraphs

61 The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 1265.
62 The European Union’s First Written Submission, para. 1344.
63 EC – Seal Products (AB), para. 5.297.
together, the text and aim of the chapeau could require examination of multiple objectives of the measure at issue.

IV. CONCLUSION

60. The United States thanks the Panel for its consideration of the U.S. views on issues raised in this dispute.